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7 iso zykotick9: not a direct question, more of a how do I learn this... there are cases where it even does more than it is used for. zetheroo: and a wubi install of ubuntu? just install ubuntu and move it to the right partition... zykotick9: yes wubi... zetheroo: then find a tutorial for installing in wubi. Good luck. zykotick9: I would install it in Windows, but I can't see the partition there zykotick9: maybe partition magic can see it...? zykotick9: good
luck with your ram stuff. I use swap and a dedicated /home partition i'm just not willing to put something I value into RAM as boot disk zetheroo: not sure, good luck. not sure if there is a partitioning app for windows - or i'd suggest installing in ubuntu... sorry, i can't really help further. good luck. is gparted going to work well? I've been meaning to look into that zykotick9: no problem... I'm just trying to learn a bit here and there... like what are

the important partitions for Ubuntu? Wug: see! - i guess there isn't a gui for gparted zykotick9: there is no reason you couldn't write one. just... don't why not? ikonia: because it's not that hard to write a gui for gparted Wug: right, but you've been told how to make it work, you don't need to, it does it, and that's it plus I have a laptop sitting here with a working partition table that it took me days to get in there and blow away and a nearly empty disk
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